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[The following article is reproduced with permission of the Washington-based Council on
Hemispheric Affairs (COHA). It was published in the Sept. 3, 1993, edition of COHA's biweekly
publication, "Washington Report on the Hemisphere."] Mining magnate Gonzalo Sanchez de
Lozada assumed office as Bolivia's President on Aug. 6 after winning a plurality in the popular
election, with 35% of the vote. Sanchez de Lozada, who attended the University of Chicago, has
a long history of implementing "Chicago Boys"- style free market reforms. A key minister in
the cabinet of former president Victor Paz Estenssoro, he was a principal architect of the 1985
economic stabilization program. Jaime Paz Zamora, who won the presidency in 1989, continued
these efforts and brought the annual inflation rate down to 4% the lowest level in South America
and also substantially reduced the foreign debt. He was, however, ultimately held accountable
for the corruption and incompetence that characterized much of his administration. With Bolivia
as South America's poorest nation, the population has become increasingly hostile to the current
reform program, which while producing positive economic indicators, is also associated with
lower living standards for a growing proportion of Bolivian society. Economic and social reform:
an ambitious agenda Sanchez de Lozada promised to continue existing economic restructuring
strategies while simultaneously addressing the severe deficit in public infrastructure, a task he felt
had been neglected by Paz Zamora. More than half of the country's 6.3 million residents lack potable
water and sewer systems. In his Aug. 6 inaugural address, the new President pledged to devote
more time and resources to addressing the needs of Bolivia's rural poor. He vowed once again to
reduce government corruption as a principal objective of his administration, with the hope that the
US$770 million international aid package pegged for enhanced social services "will not be wasted
in the pockets of corrupt people." He noted that in some cases these goals could be furthered by
privatizing state firms and allowing foreign nationals to manage state enterprises. Akin to what
Boris Yeltsin is practicing in Russia, Sanchez de Lozada has suggested granting shares in public
enterprises to citizens to give them a personal stake in the structural adjustment efforts. Sanchez de
Lozada also has promised to pay close attention to foreign policy issues, especially as they pertain
to relations with Chile and the long-sought goal of Bolivia's access to the sea. Paz Zamora buries
negotiations The quest for an outlet to the Pacific is an old and bitter issue in Bolivian politics.
Ever since the War of the Pacific in 1879, in which Chile resoundingly defeated Peru and Bolivia
and seized Bolivia's entire Pacific coastline, land- locked Bolivians have yearned for their own
coastline. Economic relations between Chile and Bolivia often have been strained and diplomatic
discourse sporadic, especially after 1962, when formal diplomatic ties were broken. A breakthrough
towards a detente appeared to be on the horizon when Bolivian Foreign Minister Ronald MacLean
and Chilean Minister Enrique Silva Cimma met and issued a joint communique late last month.
In this declaration, they congratulated one another on the continuing improvement of economic
relations and expressed hope that a diplomatic rapprochement could soon be achieved. Less than 72
hours after the communique was released, however, then-Bolivian president Paz Zamora launched
a surprise verbal attack on Chile, referring to the country, at an armed forces reception, as an
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"indolent adversary" and accusing its government of maintaining a foreign policy that is "retrograde
and of the stone age." The acerbic statements created an uproar in both Chile and Bolivia and led
to much speculation about their cause. An analyst at the independent Simon Bolivar Foundation
in Washington DC claims that MacLean, who has Chilean relatives, was negotiating agreements
for personal gain at the cost of locking Bolivia into an unfavorable commercial agreement. Paz
Zamora halted this process at minimal cost to himself, since he was leaving office within the week.
[Editor's note: for more background on Bolivia's trade negotiations with Chile, as well as territorial
disagreements, see Chronicle, 03/04/93, 03/18/93, 04/15/93, and 07/22/93.] While the attack did not
cause irreparable damage both the Chilean government and the new Bolivian administration are
willing to resume talks it does reaffirm the fact that Bolivians still hope to realize their irrepressible
dreams of ocean access. However, Sanchez de Lozada has granted that if diplomatic relations with
Chile are resumed, they would be without preconditions. But he then reiterated Bolivia's longstanding foreign policy goal in his inaugural speech exclaiming, "I hope to make Bolivia into an
exemplary country, never feared, always respected, a free country with sovereign access to the sea,
by virtue of reason, and not by virtue of force."
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